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ABSTRACT
In this seminar the hydrodynamics and thermodynamics involved in drops impacting onto hot surfaces
will be examined for a large range of drop Reynolds and Weber numbers as well as for a large range
of surface temperatures, typical of industrial spray cooling situations as encountered in quenching
or cooling of high performance electronics. Building on high-speed visualization of drop and spray
impact onto hot surfaces and using local measurements of heat flux and drop impact parameters,
analytical models are formulated for the main regimes of thermodynamic interaction – natural
convection, nucleate boiling, thermal atomization, film boiling. These models are then applied
to predict transient spray cooling scenarios, in which hot surfaces are cooled from temperatures
exceeding the Leidenfrost limit. These predictions are validated and refined using corresponding
experiments in which all necessary measurement quantities are captured. Particular attention is paid
to the determination of the Leidenfrost temperature, which is shown to be largely independent of
spray parameters and primarily dependent on the thermal properties of the substrate.
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